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Happy New Year API! Thank you to everyone who came out to the Christmas party.
It was nice to be able to get together and just
have fun.
We had a lot of awesome investigations
and great publicity in 2014. 2015 promises
to be an even better year with investigations
to some places we’ve never been before.
We will have an API meeting at AQ
Chicken in Springdale on Saturday, January
17 at 5:00 pm. We will use this meeting as a
planning time and go over some investigations for this year. Hope to see everyone
there.
API also now has a facebook page. Invite
all your friends to join!

Upcoming Events
January 17—API meeting at AQ Chicken in Springdale starting at 5:00 pm.
Myrtle’s Plantation—The team voted and we are
planning a trip sometime next year. Please email
Tammy with your choice of either late spring or early
fall. Also, some have expressed an interest in spending
a day or two in New Orleans. Let us know if you have
any suggestions on ghost tours, etc. for us to do.
Tammy’s email: apighosthunters@yahoo.com.

Jimmy Pottridge—
Investigator

Jimmy was born in Ft.
Smith Arkansas and lived
half his life hanging around
historic sites such as Judge
Parkers Courthouse and
Fort Chaffee. Later in life he
moved to St. Augustine Florida. While living in Florida
he has cultivated his investigative methods in order to
prove or disprove allegedly
haunted locations. Since
then he has moved to NWA
to take up a career in the
technology field. He has always had a fascination with
the unknown and to better
understand the world beyond the norm. With his
taste for adventure and his
desire to gather evidence of
the paranormal, Jimmy is
always on the search for the
answers to the unexplained.

API Investigation Photos

API 2014 Christmas Party
(Alan Silva, Kim Sylva, Jeff Young, Michelle Young,
Carol Martindale, Myrna Coyle, Kim Elliot, Tammy Elliot)

Lots of orbs in Room #114 at Norfork Inn.

API Ghost Hunting Tips
1.

Expect Results —Go into every assignment with an attitude of well defined purpose. Go knowing you have your preliminary research accomplished beforehand
and then have a plan to make it all come together. A good investigator is organized
and thorough. The right attitude yields results!

2. It’s OK to Be Afraid—That is, as long as it doesn’t seriously effect the investigation or make you especially vulnerable. Excessive fear will make you ineffective as
a contributing team member and will make you a target for entities. Excessive
fear or anger feeds and empowers certain types of entities. Enjoy the thrill of the
chase. But everything in moderation.

Ghost Hunting Basics

Step by Step Procedures
Here's a condensed version the most popular procedures for conducting outdoor ghost
hunts:
1. Have everyone meet near the location and decide who will work each piece of equipment and divide into teams if necessary. Pick a person or leader that will talk to anyone who comes in contact with the group (i.e. Police, Reporters, etc.)
2. Enter the site and either privately or as a group ask for blessing or protection for the
duration of the hunt. You can use this time to put yourself in a positive frame of
mind. It does not have to be a religious thing so everyone can do this in some
way. What can it hurt? It's better to be safe than sorry. Many experienced groups
believe that there are evil spirits in many areas such as cemeteries and by saying a 10
second prayer or making sure you are in a positive frame of mind you can safely go
about your business without worrying about them.
3. Walk around the area to get a feel for the surroundings and allow the spirits to get a
feel for you. Do this for about 20 minutes. Log in your start time and weather conditions and any other relevant information. You can also begin to set up any stationary
equipment like camera on tripods or motion detectors. Make note of any areas that
may cause you to get false readings or false positive pictures.
4. Now go out there and get some pictures and recordings. Be sure to note anything
unusual that happens especially meter and temperature readings, visual sightings and
strange sounds. Also make notes of any feelings or emotions you feel that may be odd
or out of place. You can compare notes after the hunt and look for similarities in readings and feeling in certain areas or at certain times.
5. Whether you stake out a spot or you walk around try to give everyone the opportunity to try everything and be everywhere. This keeps every one fresh and at attention. Rotate a few times during the investigation.
6. When you are done have everyone meet in one spot and ask the human spirits here
not to follow you home and to remain here. Tell the others they must remain here in
the name of God. Again this takes 4 seconds, it's simple and it can save you some
problems down the road.

Some additional steps for a house or building ghost
hunt/investigation
* Every investigator or team should keep a log of events/times - everything needs to
be logged, not matter how trivial. You sneeze, log it in, it may have sounded like
something else to another member elsewhere in the building.
* All members and owners if possible, walk through the location. One members map
location noting: air vents, heater, electrical appliances, fuse boxes, computer,
etc. Mark down the temperatures in the rooms and any EMF reading you get during
this walk through. One member take 5-10 test photos during the walk through. Do
not discuss the details of the case during this walk through.
* Any witnesses that have not been interviewed before should be interviewed by 1-2
investigators and taped/videoed if it's ok with the witness. The other members should
walk around the location and record any feelings or observations. Only the interviewers will know the location of events and sightings.
* Make no conclusions. Share no conclusions or opinions with the witnesses or owners until all the reports, photos and tapes are reviewed. You need to see the evidence
and correlate it before you can give an educated opinion.

Just For Fun!

“This Outfit should get me upgraded to
the executive suite!”

Arkansas Paranormal Investigations
Please feel free to visit our website for more information about requesting an investigation or
joining the group.
www.paranormalbeliever.com

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here.
Questions or comments? E-mail us at aspilot@aol.com.
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